
ELENIN A WASH  - Follow-up 
 

At 04:03 PM 8/21/2011 Sunday, Erich Maximillian Headrick I wrote: 

***I have some follow up questions…  Below 

  

From: The Akurians [ mailto:theakurians@theakurians.com]  

Sent: Sunday, August 21, 2011 9:12 AM 

To: lekan9@comcast.net 

Subject: Re: HEADS UP! Elenin a wash ... reply ... 

  

Lekan, 

  

GREAT QUESTION! 

  

Different.  Nibiru - to the best data we've been able to collect and analyze - is still about 1,200 years out 

in its 3,600 year orbit.  We're working on updates ... 

  

***What data are you collecting and from whom?  If we do simple math, if this object is 1200 years 

away from us now, that means that 400bc it was here last.  What happened to the earth at that time?  

You would think that there would be evidence of this from geological records.  We see science drilling 

cylinders in the South Pole going back hundreds of thousands of years and NOTHING significant at 400bc 

that I am aware of and would like to know what I am missing here…?  I mean, the flood pre-dates that! 

  

###Correct on all points!  400BC the Nefilim were still on the earth as evidenced by the UFOs of 

Marduk's remaining contingent shooting down the walls of Tyre for Alexander III of Macedon 20/21 

July 356 – 10/11 June 323 BC.  There could well have been other remnant units bringing up the rear, 

locating and removing equipment, et cetera.  When Alexander reached Babylon to greet Marduk, he 

found Marduk dead and laid out in a golden coffin.  We don't have much information beyond that. 

###The fact each return of Nibiru would NOT necessarily be in the EXACT orbital track – making a 

difference in the actual distance between Nibiru and Earth – should STILL have effected something on 

Earth, if not geological then certainly orbital which SHOULD show up in any real and definitive 

examination.  Haven't seen anything published about that, and mostly glossed-over or unaccounted 

for even the archeological reports. 

###The best information we have as to WHEN the last Great Crossing was is gleaned from Zechariah 

Sitchin's books, and he didn't attempt to date it exactly. 

  

That doesn't mean we can't see it with modern telescopes, just that as yet, it takes some very powerful 

equipment the average astronomer doesn't have access to; the VLA and other radio units for instance. 

And THAT is what I suspect is behind the BLACK SPOT in NASA's sky images ... To reveal there IS another 

planet in our solar system would completely verify Zach Sitchin - and blow the whole hallelujah halfwit 

'christian' and 'muslim' religions out of the water!  They'd have to explain WHICH events were of The 

Most High and WHICH were of the Nefilim, and they can't do that since their 'doctrines' are all 

attributed to acts of The Most High alone.  
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***In the fifties they admitted KNOWING Nibiru existed.  Additionally, lately they have as well.  So, they 

have already blown the hell out of the hallelujah halfwit elements.  I have recent CNN videos and FOX 

showing this and as recently as weeks going back six months. 

  

###Yep.  Been hearing about it for years:  All poo-pooed from top to bottom!  The whole line of 

poppycock, 'mankind would be the oldest and the most advanced,' 'the lord would have revealed all 

such information,' 'Jesus will protect us from those demons,' and the general denigrating of anyone 

who says otherwise. 

###Just like the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls, immediately upon announcement of the scripts, the 

Catholic Church blasted the media with the statement that "nothing contained in them could possibly 

make any changes in Christianity" in spite of the fact the language they were written in hadn't been 

determined entirely nor had the contents been translated, only dated to 100-250 years PRIOR to 

Immanuel's time!  The same idiocy prevailed when the Levites and Jews lit the media with 

condemnation of Mel Gibson's "Passion" film – before anybody had actually seen it! 

  

However, we KNOW the Nefilim are in preparation for a return-in-force (the logistics are a nightmare) 

for the Days of Visitation ... and the necessity of a real house-cleaning is the reason.  Exactly WHEN 

they'll arrive, whether unit by unit or all at once, WHEN they'll strike, WHERE they'll start and WHAT 

targets will have priority, we don't know yet.  Lots of unanswered questions ...  The planet can't feed the 

people we've got, and abject ignorance (by design of the socialists) is beyond epidemic and incurable.  

The cost of educating those who COULD learn is virtually impossible due to the administration costs 

alone - and WHO is able to support the faculty and student body until they're up and running ???  A 

more economical solution is disposal!  The Anusazi can't cure the problem and the Nefilim have no 

intention of investing any more than necessary ... bodies upon bodies stopping generatons they won't 

have to feed or educate ... 

  

***When you’re dealing with alien races where the lifespan is in the hundreds of thousands of years, I 

think they would have their logistics down to mere thought.  To us, yes, it would be a bitch.  But my 

biggest question is WHY?  Why in the hell would an armada make such an effort to come back?  If 

coming back is such a logistical nightmare, in the span of the universe, why? 

  

###The Nefilim obviously aren't any more competent – or moral – than our own 'leadership' with very 

few exceptions.  Read the 'myths' of the Greek Pantheon of Gods and see their own records, always 

fighting among themselves, breeding all other the landscape, et cetera; and FAILING to enforce all the 

tenants of Holy Law after forcing it on Israel via Moses.  At the beginning, there was a zero tolerance 

of any violation regardless of how small; and most of it became a now-and-then under Joshua and 

remained so for centuries with a bit of an upsurge at the dedication of the First Temple. 

###Logistically, those who remained in the vicinity are now both low on supplies and their equipment 

is in dire need of repair and replacement.  Since the Days of Visitation are actually GENERATIONS of 

Visitation, with BILLIONS of Anusazi to sort through, thousands of square miles of land to be 

decontaminated of both pollutions and hybrids, and hell only knows how much sea water will need 
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cleaning, the current logistics requirements are far greater than those of the initial mining expedition. 

###How required number of Command Orbiters for various sectors and their respective compliments 

of sensors, detectors, and Djeds – and the supplies and equipment for a long-term assignment – has 

caught the Nefilim virtually unprepared.  They not only need to literally replace, repair, and re-arm 

the original remaining contingent, there is a total re-grouping necessary.  It's no longer a matter of 

mining the planet for all worthwhile minerals, there are Anusazi who MUST be accorded the training 

and facilities to achieve all The Most High promises those with a soul:  and THAT is the economic crux 

of the matter.  The Nefilim simply do not want to live up to their obligations of maintaining mankind 

to that – or any other point! 

###Thus the support and manipulations to enhance and empower all forms of SOCIALISM that 

eventually will cause us, mankind/Anusazi to DESTROY OURSELVES and relieve the Nefilim of all 

further obligations. 

###Make no mistake:  The Nefilim are under Direct Orders to not even approach anyone with a Holy 

Mark/Seal, but that does NOT stop them from manipulating all other circumstance that deprive and 

limit us as much as possible. 

  

The Georgia Guidestones at Elberton, Georgia, are both a warning and marching orders of things to 

come.  The FACT is, the data displayed of 500,000,000 is, in reality, all the planet can support WITHOUT 

endangering the rest of life on it!  That idiot elements are making every attempt to deface the 

information posted there does NOT change the facts, nor will it delay or alter the bottom line of that 

"planetary justice" as the Nefilim refer to it.  Wildlife has a right to live too, and nothing is going to 

change that either. 

  

***Who posted the information there?  Who purchased the land and who was contracted to build it?  

After we validate that, answers will froth to the top.  I personally have done much study on this and my 

research has concluded that this is One World Government conditioning.  Whenever I see quotes stating 

this planet can only handle 500 million people, I question the authorship and reasons for the statement.  

This is how they sell eugenics.  This is how they sell the religion of "mother earth" and it comes in many 

disguises, such as "global warming/climate change".  I would be willing to bet that if EVERY entity on this 

planet acted in accordance with Holy Law, the resources could easily support the population now and 

then some.  With that said, we have entities funded that are doing more damage to this planet using 

technologies of HAARP or instruments of the Military Complex that do far more damage to this planet 

than its population. 

  

###Again, correct on all points – with the proviso that ALL lifeforms have an equal right to live and 

exist – and because man is such a polluter, numbers beyond the 500-Million mark begin to intrude 

and desecrate habitat and natural resources that both endanger and destroy other lifeforms.  THIS is 

one of the so-called 'big secrets' of the Knights of Columbus and Masonic Lodges for ages, and their 

secretive manipulations against everybody else is geared to exterminate everybody except their own, 

intending 'their' progeny to BE that 500-Million to the exclusion of everybody else. 

  

I wish I could endow Holy Seals in everybody ... as THAT is the only protective once the Nefilim start 
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what we call the Great Extermination ... but The Most High keeps that one to Himself as He damned well 

should!  Even so, the Akurians have delivered the access and the alternative, with very few successes 

along the way.  I have no idea when those doors will close, and once they do NOBODY, Akurian or 

otherwise, will be able to even assist getting a Seal.  Those WITH a Holy Seal will not even be 

approached by the slayers and those WITHOUT are subject to whatever the Nefilim decide including 

execution on sight.  They aren't going to kill the entire population, just billions of them, and those who 

remain are in for a very iron-hand restoration to Holy Law and servitude as the Nefilim shall direct.  Only 

those with Holy Seals will be immune from both. 

  

***Wouldn’t it be in their best interests to continue doing what they are now with radiation and 

manipulated viruses? 

  

###It sure would … were it not for the fact of the Akurians and the general disgust of governments 

and 'churches' splattered all over the internet by patriots!  These perpetual whistle-blowers are the 

ACTUAL targets of all proponents of the "Presidential-Internet ON/OFF Switch" starting with Obastard 

and Hillary Clinton.  Currently, communists and Kak-Jews, which amount to the same thing, have a 

virtually stranglehold on all so-called main-stream-media and both are hell bent on having an equal 

stranglehold on the general public's ONLY other means of news, truth and direct communications. 

###As all of us know, the Akurians have been questioning for decades "how" the 'government' 

KNOWS which 'flu' is going to strike TWO YEARS down the line – one year to set the disease and 

distribute it and another year to let the contracts to manufacture and distribute the 'vaccines' ???  

There is only ONE viable answer:  GOVERNMENT IS DELIBERATELY CREATING AND MANIPULATING 

THESE EPIDEMICS!  Period.  Now all of us KNOW that neither OBastard, Clinton & Kommrades can 

have anybody – especially the likes of us – asking such questions to the masses of intended victims! 

  

GREAT SET OF QUESTIONS!  I hope the answers are adequate, and if not, hit me again! 

  

HEADS UP!  In spite of all the media hoopla about Hurricane Irene, as of this AM 27 August 2011, none 

as in ZERO of the underground weather stations are reporting winds in excess of THIRTY THREE (33) 

MPH!  What's wrong with that picture?  We understand the media's OWG manipulators need – and 

are getting – all the publicity they can get.  The hype and hoopla serve no other purpose.  YES!  You 

may quote.  The Akurians blasted Irene's ass, and we delivered, the media damned lies 

notwithstanding … 

  

THANKS! 

  

The Chief. 


